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1h.£.. ~ob1grJ1. To determine if the averaged evokect response 
to OCl.oran·Gs was similar to the late pos1 t1ve component in 
the averaged evoked response to lights, both light and 
od.orant "'ere presented under t"lr-iO cond1 tiona to see if they 
wo~ld both occur under the same experimental condition and 
both be flbsent under the same condition .. 
IJ:':'£9.,e ciy.r 11e A light e.nd a..VJ. odorant viere presentc;d to human 
su't..jec.ts under ti'iO conditions, !!lhen the sUbject knee'" whl,:;h 
of the two stimuli would be presented (certain co~~1tlon) 
and when the sUbject did not knO\'l which of the hra l>lould 
b,~ pr[~sented (uncert;:dn conclitiord. The averpged evoked 
l"e~;pOnse1'; to these t~w stimuli under the two cm-id1tions 
He:L'El c omr~ared 8 

Flndin~so The late positive component in the response to
_!~ ~ ...Ii.t-~~.."' ...__.....
ll.ght r;~:l-B 8~.gnif:i.c8ntly larger in the uncertain thrJ.tl certain 
oondition as predicted. The response to odorants. however, 
"1[J.8 not found consistently or exclusively 11'1 the ul1o~~rt~ln. 

condtthm .. 
Conclu;?ich.:-~. The results Bre someWhat inconclusive as 
the i~e~s~~-onse to odorant \f,as not found consistently in at 
least one of the two conditicns. However, the results do 
not support the hypothesis that the evoked response to 
odo::rcn t £ll'1d the 18 te post t 1ve component in the evoked 
rc~tonGe to light occur W1der the same ccndltlons. 
Heoomr:H':ndl}>ttoni~. A procedure undBr Nhich the averfiged 
evokeZ-~~;~ni1S~ to odorants can be reliably produced 
r~hould be fOll.'1.d before further attempts at determl111ng 
its other properties are made. El exact replication of 
the study by Allison and Goff (1967) in which the evoked 
reSpOnse to odora.nt was reported to be reliably produced 
1s suggest(~d. 
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CHAPfER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The electroenoephalograph (EEG) 1s generally used 

to monitor the spontaneous electrical activity 01' the bram. 

that is, the ongoing activity 01' the brain independent 01' 

specific sensory stimulation. It a stimulus, such as light, 

tone, or odor is presented to the SUbject, the brain's elec

trical response (evoked POtential) to the stimulus may be 

recorded on the KEG. Such a response is diffioult to detect 

and interpret, however, beoause it is always partially sub

merged 10 the spontaneous actiVity. Techniques have been 

developed in the last IS years to average across a number 

of presentations of a stimulus with the effect that the 

activity which 1s random With respect to the stimulus pres

entations is assumed to average to zero while the events 

whioh occur reliably to each presentat10n of the ettmulus 

summate and thus become more distinot. The averag1ng teoh

nique has been used by numerous investigators to stUdy 

evoked potentials to auditory, visual, and somatosensory 

sttmull (Began, 1972; Shagass, 1972). 

The sensory evoked potentIals to stimuli from these 

modalitIes are roughly similar, as can be seen in Figure 1. 

Early small components precede a larger posttlve oomponent 

whioh oocurs at a latency of approximately 200 maec. Inves

tigators generally agree that the early small components to 
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Figure 1.	 Averaged sensory evoked responses to 
auditory. somatic, and visual stimuli. 
From Vaughan II 1969. 



visual and somatosensory stimuli are generated in the cor

responding primary sensory cortex (Bhagass, 1912). The 

early components ot the auditor1 response have been attrIb

outed to muscle artifacts by some researchers (Biokford, Jacob

son, &= C-Ody, 1964). However, most investIgators now con

sider the early components to auditory stimuli to be gen

erated by the auditory system (Lindsey, 1911). 

The positive component at about 200 msec, occurring 

to stimuli of the three modalities, is maXimal at the vertex, 

and is called either the vertex response due to the cortical 

location or the V-potential due to its large V-like form. 

The souroe of this oomponent 1s currently under study, With 

the debate oentering around the question of the specificity 

or nonspeclflclty of the response. The term nonspecific 

reters to neural populations Whose function is independent 

of the modality ot the stimulus (Began, 1972). The obser

vations that the vertex response 1s bilaterally distributed 

and that it occurs With only slight differenoes 1n dlstrlbu... 

tlon and latency to stimuli of the three modalities suggests 

a nonspecific source for this component (Davis. Osternammel, 

Wier. 4: Gjerd1ngen, 1972). Davie and his associates (1972) 

su.ggested that the response may be transmitted along extra

lemnlsoal, bilaterally projecting rectlcular and thalamic 

pathways. Other evidenoe, however, indioates that the re

sponse is speolflG in nature (Willle.mson, Goftf) Ie: Allison, 
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1970; Vaughan. 1969). 

The oomponents or the sensory evoked responses that 

are included in F1gure 1 and that were disoussed above are 

desoribed by Vaughan (1969) as being obligatory in nature. 

The. responses w111 always occur to a stimulus ot sufficient 

intenslt.y although the am.plitude. and to some extent the 

form and latency of the response, are 1ntluenoed by stimulus 

and. subject variables. In general the amplitude of the re

sponse increases as the intensity of the stimulus or atten

tion of the subject Increases (Regan, 1912; Shagass, 1972). 

A still later component, not shown in figure 1, is 

often termed the late positive component (L.PC). This com

ponent has been observed to occur to visual, auditory, and 

somatosensory stimuli; most of the research ooncerning this 

component has used visual and auditory stimuli.. The LPC 1s 

not obligatory in nature (Vaughan, 1969>a the component 1s 

generally not present to a regularly occurring stimulus to 

whioh the su.bjeot is not directing his attention. It ls 

present under a varlety of oonditions however (reViewed by 

Karlin. 1910) including 1) when the subjeot 1s highly atten

tive to the stimulus, 2) when there occurs an unpredictable 

change 1n stimulus qualities, and 3) When the stimulus de

livers a relatively large amount of information to the sub

ject. Figure 2 compares auditory evoked responses whioh 

did and did not give rise to the LiC. The latenoy of this 
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LPC (solid line) and _lth LPC (dotted line) pro
duced under oonditions when the subject was 
and was not certain. respeotively. beforehand 
of the modality of the stimulus that would be 
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com.ponent is variable, generally appear1ng between 250 and 

SSO asee. the latency depend1ng on the experlmental condi

tions UU.tter, 81.son, 4: Vaughan, 1912). It ls found in 

largest amplitude at the vertex regard.less ot the modality 

of the sttmulus; the distribution is somewhat d1fferent 

trom the vertex response described above. Vaughan (1969) 

used volume conduotion models to study the topographical 

distribution of the component to aUditory and Visual st1m

uli. He concluded that these potentials are probably gen

erated in the parieto-temporal cortex, and thus are pre

sumably nonspeoific. 

In contrast to the many studies concerning evoked 

potentials to auditory. Visual, and somatosensory stimuli, 

the evoked potential to olfactory stimuli has received little 

attention due in part to greater difficulty 1n stimulus con

trol and less attention to the olfactory sense in general. 

Only two groups of investigators, Pinkenzeller (1966) and 

Allison end Goff (1961) have rePorted averaged evoked re

sPonses to odorantsl (See Pigure ). The responses 

lsmlth, Allison, Goft, and Prinoipato (1971) in a later 
study determined that the response they were obserVing 
(Allison et al •• 1967) was mediated not by the olfactory 
system but b1 the trigemtnal system. These investigators
oonducted a study of persons having surgical lesion of the 
olfaotory tract or trigeminal nerve. The odorant evoked 
potent1al was obtained only when the trigeminal nerve was 
intact: the oondition of the olfactory trect did not affect 
the response. The trlgem.1nal n.rve. the f1fth oranial nerve, 
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described in both of these repo~ts are posit1ve going pOten

tiaIs, are largest at the vertex, and occur approximately 

500 msec following the presentation of the odorant. Com

parison of the odorant evoked response (Figure 3) and the 

sensory evoked responses to stimuli of other modalities 

(Figure 1) shows the response to odorants occurring later 

and being less complex in form. The distribution also dif

fers, as Allison and Goff (1967) pointed out in their brief 

comparison of the odorant response to vertex responses 

evoked by somatosensory and auditory stimuli. The odorant 

response was distributed more vertex posteriorly and was 

small frontally comPared to the vertex responses or the 

other two modalities. 

The response to odorants does, however, resemble the 

late positive component. The LPC' to auditory stimuli 1s 

described as being more posterior than the vertex response 

(Vaughan & Bitter, 1970). As noted above, the response 

to odorants is also more posterior than the vertex response 

to auditory stimuli. The distribution of the LPC to audi

tory stimuli and response to odorants would then seem to be 

similar. The latenoy of the response to odorants (500 meeo) 

innervates the mucous membranes of the nasal cavity. This 
nerve Was traditionally thought to mediate the stinging
sensation that often accompanies strong odors, but other 
evidence indioates it responds to less 1ntense odors (Beid
ler & Tucker, 1955; Tuoker. 1962; Tuoker. 1963). 
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Figure).	 Odorant evoked response averaged over 30
 
presentations of amyl acetate. Positive
 
UP. From Allison and Goff', 1967.
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falls within the range of latencies for the observed LFe's 

(2.50-550 m880). Figure 4 shows an Lie that was evoked. when 

the subject expected but did not receive an auditory stim

ulus. This figure which shows the LPC without the earlier 

components as was the case in Figure 2, allows better com

parison of the form of the LPC and the odorant evoked re

sponse. Figure 4 InclUdes the response to an auditory stim

ulus presented at 0 msec and the LPC When the SUbject was 

expecting but did not receive a second stimulus at 580 

meec. The general form ot the LPC and odorant evoked re

sponse 1s s1milar. Thus in distribution, latency. and gen

eral form the odorant response seems to resemble the late 

positive component to stimuli of other modalities. 

The odorant evoked response can also be compared to 

the LPC in terms of the conditions under Which the responses 

oan be obtained. As noted above. the sensory evoked response 

1s obligatory, the LFC is not. The LPC 1s generally not 

present when the stimulus occurs regularly and the subject 

is not attentive to the presentations. Allison and Goff 

(1967) reported they obtained the :response When presenting 

the odorant stimulus at a six second fixed interval. con

ditions under whioh an LPC would not be expected. Our 

attempts to replioate their results however (Grundvig & 

Pokorny. unpublished data) have been largely unsuccessful. 

but produced some interesting results.. A total of 25 
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Pigure 4.	 Average response waveforms showing LFC evoked 
when the subject might have received an aUditory 
stimulus (click) but did not. Filled-in triangle 
indicates when a cliok was delivered, open tri 
angle indicates when the sUbject was expecting 
a second click. Positive up. From sutton, 
Tuetlng, Zubln. and John. 1967. 
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different sUbjects were run. with only two producing large 

evoked responses. and several others producing small rather 

nondescript responses. No responses were apparent for the 

remaining sUbjeots. The two sUbjects who produced the 

large responses were the two researchers who were presum

ably more highly motivated than the other SUbjects and dl

rected their attentlon more fully to the task. Attention 

to the stimulus ls a varlable found to oorrelate positlvely 

w1th the LPC~l 

To further determine lf the odorant evoked response 

1s obta.ined under the same conditlons whlch evoke an LPC to 

stimuli of other modalities a stUdy similar to the one con

ducted by sutton, Braren. Z\l.b1:n. and John (1965) was de

signed. sutton at al (1965) studied the effect of stimulus 

uncertainty on evoked potentials. Stimuli were delivered 

11'1. pairs. The first member of the pair served as a eueing 

stimulus and the second as the test stImulus.. There were 

etwo k1nds of pall'S. In one kind a oueing stimulus was fol

lowed by a test stimulus that was always a light or always 

a sound. The subjeot then was certain of the modality of 

the test stImulus before it oecurred. In the second kind 

of pair a d1fferent cueing stimulUS was followed by a test 

stimulus wh1ch was either a sound or a light. The subject 

was unoertain as to the modality of the test stimulus .. 

During the interval between the cueing and test stimuli 
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the subjeot stated h1s guess as to the sensory modality 

of the next stimulus. F1gure 2 ahows the average evoked 

response ourves to test stimuli. The late positIve oom

ponent whose latency at peak amplitUde 1s about 300 mseo 

is present only in the unoertain condition. 

In the experiment reported here an odorant stimulus 

1s one of the test stimuli. Three lights serve as cueing 

stimul1. The first is always followed by the test light 

(certalnL. the seoond is always followed by the test odor 

(certain), and the third. 1s followed 50 percent of the time 

by the test light and 50 percent of the time by the test odor 

(uncertain). If an LPC oocurs to the light in the uncer

tain oond1tion. but not to the light in the certa1n condi

tion. suttonta results will be replicated. And if the 

odorant response occurs to the odor 1n the uncertain con

dition but not in the oertain oondition, the contention 

that the response to odorants is similar to the late pos

itive oomponent to other stimuli will be supported. 



CHAPfEB. II
 

METHOD
 

Subjects
 

rlve female students at the Knoxvllle, Iowa Publ1c 

H1gh School were paid to serve as sUbjects. The,. re..nged in 

age from 15, to 11. 

APPyatu,f 

The equipment used during the experiment is diagrammed 

in F1gure S. Abbreviations used in figure 5 to represent 

equit:aent oomponents are identified in the text whlch tol 

lows. The sub3ect was seated in a comfortable padded re

cliner ohair in. a room seParate from the experimenter and 

the bulk of the equipment. 

:PhysiologiCal monitoring aPmratus. A Grass Model 6 

Eleotroenoephalogram (ERG) monitored and amplified brain 

electrical aotlvity. A pneWlograph Was used to monitor res

piration; the respiration reco,rd was displayed on an EEG 

ohannel. 

L11ht presentation aPParatus. Three small stimulus 

lights, a green(G). a red (R), and a white (W). were arranged 

horizontally above a larger go1d(Gd) st1mulus light. All 

Were mounted on A 10· X 12 ft oard (0) pos1tioned about five 

teet in front of the sUbject" On the oard "precedes lIght" 

Was pr1nted under the green light. "precedes odor" was 

printed under the red light, and -precedes light or odor" 
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F1gure' 5. Blook diagram of the equipment used during the 
exper1ment. 
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was printed under the white light. SWitches on a .Pallel 

(CP) in the control room allowed the experimenter to man

ually turn the lights on and oft. When the gold light WQS 

on voltage was sent to the EEG and sUbsequently to the tape 

recorder to mark the time of presentation. 

9do1' presentation IPR!ratu,. The olfactometer appar

atus diagrammed 1n Figure 6 (pages 11 and 12). and described 

prevlously (Grundvig, .Dustman, & Beck, 1967). was used to 

present the odor to the subject. Thls apparatus permitted 

a means of marking the onset of odor presentation to allow 

averaging across presentations, allowed measurement of the 

odor presented to the SUbject, and reduced the influence of 

background odors in the sUbjeot's environment. The aPpar

atus delivered air flow to the subjeot throughout the session 

at a rate of 16 liters per minute. Th1s flow rate Was suf

ficient that the sUbject used the air from the apparatus as 

her air source during the session; background odors in the 

room therefore had mlnlm.al interfering effect. The sUbject 

inserted the nose pieces 1n her nostrils, and inhaled the 

air through her nose and exhaled through her mouth. The 

nose pieces were conioal in shape. They fitted virtually 

anY' nose size, and insertion of them in the nostrils effec .... 

tively blooked the passage of air from anT but the internal 

souroe. The subjeot was given at least five minutes to 

praotioe breathing from the apparatus and three presentations 
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of odor delivery apparatus, adapted from Grundvig, 1966. 
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Abbreviations are identified in the te~t and on the following page. 
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Pigure 6.	 SChematlc representation of odor delivery 

apParatus. 

AT Breathlng air tank 

C Temperature ~uil1bratlon 0011 

E Air flow equalizer (oarboy) 

F Filter un1t 

FC' Flow control guage 

FM Flowmeter 

G Gas washing bottle 

H Hum1d1fier 

N Needle valve 

Nl' Nosep1eces
 

SC' Stopcock
 

WB Water bath
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of the odor before the session began. 

The aPParatus compOnents that are 1ncluded in Figure 

6 are desoribed in the following discussion ot olfactometer 

function. The total air flow through the aPParatus Was 

oomposed of a dIlution stream (14 litera/min) and a satur

ator stream (2 liters/min). The air source tor each stream 

was a tank of breathing quality air (AT). The flow rate 

of each stream was controlled by a metal oxygen type flow 

control and pres sure guage (Fe). A needle valva (N) was 

included in the saturator stream to provide for more pre

cise control. and a five liter carboy (E) was inoluded in 

the dilution stream to help equalize the air pressure. 

Eaoh stream fassed through a filter unit (F) Packed with 

layers of oalclWl1 ohloride. silica gel. and activated char

coal With glass wool interspersed before and after eaoh 

ohemical layer. Each stream then passed through a Manoetat 

CorpOration "predlcabll1ty flowmeter" (FM). The d1lution 

stream had a 18 liter per minute capaoity flowmeter (FMl) 

and a 2000 milliliter per minute capacity flowmeter (FM2 ' 

was used. for the saturator stream. After leaVing the flow

meter. the dilution stream then bubbled through a flask of 

distilled water (a) to humidity the aIr. After leaving the 

flowmeter the saturator stream: could be directed through one 

of fIve gas washing bottles (G1- S) by the position of the 

stopcocks (S01-5). The gas washing bottles were fitted 

-
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wlth frltted dlscs to disperse the air lnto tine 'bubbles and 

saturate the all' with the odor vapor. The all' passed through 

a splral glass coil (C) before reaching each bottle. The 

col1s were Included to increase the surface area In oontact 

with the water bath (WB) when it was used to control the 

temperature of the air. In the present experiment the air 

was presented at room temperature. 

Bottles 3-5 vere not used 1n this experiment. and 

stopcocks 3-.5 remained closed. Bottle 1 contained saturated 

amyl acetate and bottle 2 contained distilled water. When 

odor was not being presented to the SUbject stopcock 2 was 

open. thus directing the saturator stream through bottle 2. 

containing distilled water. To inject odor into the system 

the experimenter simultaneously opened stopcock 1 and closed 

stopcock 2, thereby directing the saturator stream into the 

bottle containing the odorant. Downstream from the gas 

washing bottles the saturator stream joined the dilution 

stream. The all" flow was direoted into the sUbjeot's room 

througn.,a five foot length of teflon tubIng. A y .... tube. 

With noae pieoes (NP) fitted on the arms of the Y, dlrected 

the flow into the subject's nostrils. 

The flow rate of the dilution stream was 14 lIters 

per minutea the flow rate of the saturator stream wae two 

liters per minute. Cono~tratlon of the odor was thus oal

oulated to be 12.5 percent of saturation. The opening of 
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stopcock 1 placed a s1gnal on the magnetic tape to mark 

the point of st1mulus presentation for later data analysis. 

SUbject response apmratu§. (see Figure 5). Two 

toggle sWitohes (aw) were mounted on the right arm of the 

sUbject's chair. One was marked "light," the other was 

marked "odor." Lights on the control panel (OP) lit when 

the switches were in the S! position. indicating to the 

experimenter the positions of the sWitches. 

Data storage ap;mratus. The brain activity end 

the signals marking the presentation of odor or light under 

the two conditions were fed from the BEG to a seven channel 

Bell and Howell FM tape recorder model VR-)200 

Data analYeis apparatus. A block diagram of the 

equipment used for data analysis appea.rs in Pigure 7. The 

stored REG and stimulus s1.nals were led from the tape re

corder into an analog-digital (A/D) converter and multi

plexer control interfaced to a Digital Equipment Corpora

tion PDP-Ble computer. A oomputer program initiated AID 

oonversion of EEG voltages .500 seconds prior to the onset 

of eeoh stimulus and at successive 1 msec intervals there

after for a period of 2.500 seconds following the signal. 

The values were summed and divided by the number of stimuli, 

thus yleld1ng averaged evoked responses. 

The averaged responses were then displayed on a Hew

lett Paokard osoillosoope for inspection and a copy pr1nted 
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Figure 7.	 Block diagram of the equipment used for 
data analysis. 
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on I=eP6r by a Houston Instruments X-I plotter. The Rumer


leal values ot the points comprising the responses were
 

printed by the teletype. The instruments were not cali 


brated for absolute voltages and thus the values represent
 

points on an interval scale.
 

Procedure
 
8 

The sUbject's scalp Was cleaned with acetone, and 

silver oup electrodes were attached with Grass EC-2 elec

trode cream at Pz. Oz, C3. and 04 aocording to the inter... 

national -10-20· system (Jasper, 1958). Recordings were 

monopolar, with the electrical actiVity from the right ear 

lobe serving as reference. The pneumograph was positioned 

around the subjeot's chest. 

The subjeot was seated 1n the reclined position in 

the chair. Nose pieces from the olfactometer were inserted 

in the SUbject's nostrils. The sUbject breathed air con

tinuously through the nose pieces. The air was odorless 

except for brief intervals when odor was present. 

The sUbject was instructed that the small lights 

would serve as cues that another stimulus. a test stimulus. 

was about to occur. The gold light and an odorant (amyl 

aoetate) served as test stimuli. The subject was further 

instruoted that the green l1ght would always preoede the 

gold stimulus light, the red light would always precede 

the odor. and the white light would preoede the gold light 



50 percent of the time, and the odor 50 peroent of the 

time. To help the subject remember the oonditions of the 

stimulus Pairs, under the green light was printed "precedes 

light," under the red light was printed ·precedes odor," 

and under the white light Was printed ·precedes light or 

odor." 

The subject was instructed to watch the cueing lights 

during the session. A trial began when one of the three 

cueing lights was turned on. The subjeot then indioated 

whioh of the two test stimuli, light or odor, she expected 

would follow by switching the appropriate toggle switoh on 

the arm of the chair to the Q! position. No subject ever 

failed to indicate that light would follow the green cue 

light or that odor would follow the red cue light. 

The experimenter operated all stimulus oontrols man

ually. At the start of each trial the experimenter turned 

on one of the three cueing lights. and 3-5 seconds later 

the experimenter presented the test stimulus either by 

positioning a switch to turn on the gold light or by turn

ing the appropriate stopcooks to present the odor. The 

action of presenting the test stimuli also plaoed a signal 

on the reoording tape whioh was later used to trigger the 

oomputer for summing and avera,ging the evoked responses. 

The experimenter watched the SUbJect's respiration as it 

was monitored by the pneumograph and presented the test 
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stimulus as the subjeot began to inhale. Duration of the 

test stimulus ranged from .) to .6 seconds. The oueing 

light remained on during the trial. and was turned off 

approximately four seconds after the test stimulus. After 

the cueing light was turned off, signalling the end of the 

trial, the SUbject returned the toggle switches on the arm 

of the ohair to the OFF POsition. The four Pairs of stim

uli, green followed by light. red followed by odor. white 

followed by light, and white followed by odor were presented 

in predetermined random order so that eaoh pair was pre

sented 30 t1mes during the session. The minimum interval 

between trials was 20 seconds. After twenty seoonds the 

experimenter began to watoh the sUbJeot's respiration record 

and presented the stimulus as soon as the record indicated 

that the sUbject was sitting qUietly and was beginning to 

inhale. The maximum interval was approximately 40 seconds. 

A break of approximately ten minutes was taken in the mid

dle of the session to allow the subjeot to stretch and 

relax. Length of the experimental session ranged from one 

to one and a half hours. 
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CRAnER III 

RESULTS 

Visual inspeotion of the responses from the four 

cortical looations reveals that both the LPC to light and 

the ORR were largest at the Cz (vertex) lead. This finding 

is in agreement with the reports 111. the literature that the 

ORR (Allison and Goff, 1967; Pinkze11er, 1966) and the LPC 

(Began. 1972) are largest at the vertex. Further d1BCUS

sion of the present results w1ll be 111. terms of the responses 

reoorded from the Cz lead. The choice of this looation for 

disoussion is in keep1ng with most of the literature on the 

LFC and all of the literature on the odorant evoked response. 

The averaged responses to light and odor 111. the oertain and 

uncertain oonditions recorded at Cz for eaoh sub3eot are 

displayed in Figure aa-th 

Responses to light 

The oomponents at the evoked response to visual stim

uli are marked in Figure 8a-e. The peak representing the 

vertex response is marked V, the negative peaks preceding 

and following the vertex response are marked Nl and N
2 

respectively. and the peak representing the LFC is marked 

L. It should be noted that the considerable diversity in 

form of evoked. responses between subjects makes it often 

diff1cult to distinguish the various components (Regan. 1972). 
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Figure ab. Average evoked responses of sUbject 2, recorded 
at the vertex, pos1tive up. 
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Figure ad. Average evoked responses of subject 4, recorded 
at the vertex, positive Up. 
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The amplitudes and latencies of the peaks described 

above Bre displayed in Table 1. The amplitudes represent 

points on a interval Bcale. correoted for baseline differ

ences. The baseline Was oalculated for each subject in 

each oondition by averaging the last SO data points on the 

averaged responses preceding stimulus onset. That Is, the 

50 data .POints occurring in the interval ranging from SO 

mseo before the stimulus to stimuluB onset were averaged. 

This baseline amplitude was subtracted from the amplitudes 

of the peaks to yield the base to peak amplitudes presented 

in Table 1. The latencies represent the time in seconds 

from the onset of the light stimulus to the ocourranoe of 

the peak. one tailed t tests for matched samples (Bays,-
1968) between certain and uncertain conditions were cal

culated to determine if the amplitudes in the uncertain 

cond1tIon were signifioantly higher 9S pred1cted. A sig

nificant value. 1(4)=J.14,R<.OS, 'Was found for the LPC; 

non significant values were found for the other base to 

peak measures. 

Roth and Kopell (1973) suggested that 1n cases where 

the LPC may be diffioult to identify. to avoid bias the 

value at JOO meao latency be used as the ind1cator of the 

of the LPC. The base to peak amplitudes at JOO maec are 

presented in Table 2; a ~ test for ma.tched samples was 

signifioant. 1(4)=3.31 , R<·05 • 
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TABLE 1 

Latencies and lase to Peak AmPlitudes 

of Components in Evoked Responses to Light 

Certain Condit1on ~ V N2 LPC 

AmP -52.4 -+69.6 -03.4 +50.6 
subject 1 

tat .14 .20 .25 .)1 

AmP -57.6 +55.4 -32.6 +12).4 
SUbject '2. 

Lat .17 .21 .27 .JJ 

AmP -74.8 +187.2 -51.8 +16.2 
SUbject ) 

Lat .12 .18 .26 .38 

SUbject 4 
Amp 

tat 

-72.1 

..12 

+90.9 

.18 

+66.9 

.. 22 

+90.9 

.24 

AmP +14.3 +184.3 +58.3 +90.3 
SUbjeot 5 

tat .15 .20 .24 .27 
Unoertain Condition 

AmP -104.1 +106.9 +58.9 +120.9 
SUbject 1 

Let 614 .20 .24 .30 

AmP -53.9 +100.1 +54.1 +155.1 

subject 2 
Lat .16 .22 .26 .34 

AmP "'34.1 +101.9 -31.1 +36.9 
subject J 

tat .13 .18 .27 .J3 

AmP -63.6 +161.3 +16.4 +96.4 

SUbject 4 
tat .14 .20 .26 .JJ 

AmP +11.9 +139.9 +80.9 +140.9 

SUbject S 
Lat .15 .19 .23 .27 
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TABLE 2 

Amplitudes ot Responses to Light at 300 msec 

;;A~_~··'~l 

Subjeot 1 2 J 4 5 
Certain 
Condition 3.65 120.41 -4.76 14.90 38.28 

Unoertain 
Condition 117.92 155.0'7 8.88 65.35 110.88 

Responses to odor 

As oan be noted in Figure 8a-e. no response to odor 

1s apparent in either condition for subjects 4 and 5. 1n 

the certain condition for subjeot 2, or in the uncertain 

condition for subjeot 1. Superimposition of the remaining 

traoes 119 presented in Pigure 9, illustrating that the small 

respOnses 1n each of these traces occurs at a peale latenoy 

of approximately 500 mseo. This latenoy is similar to that 

reported by Flnkenzeller (1966) end Allison and Goff (1967). 

A 1 test for matohed samples was caloulated between 

the certain and uncertain conditions for the five subjects 

using the values at 500 msec.. The result did not approaoh 

slgnifleance"e 

ResEonsesto light and odor 

The hypothesis that the evoked re~ponse to odor and 

the LPC to light would oocur under similar conditions, the 
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at approximately 500 msec" 
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uncertain cond1tion 1n this study, was not supported by the 

data. The amplitude of the LPC to light was s1gnifioantly 

larger 1n the uncertain than oertain oondit1on. but the OEB 

was not found exclusively or consistently 1n the uncerta1n 

condition. 



OBnER IV 

DISOUSSIOJ 

The LPC to light was signifioantly larger 1n the 

uncertain condition than in the certa1n condition, tbereb)' 

replicating the results reported 1n a similar experiment 

'by sutton and his associates (1965). The odorant evoked 

response however was not found consistently or exclusiYel,. 

in the mcertain condItion. And thus the oontention that 

the res:POnseto odorants 1s similar to the LPC to stlmuli 

of other modalities, in that the resPGnsels not obligatory 

but rather round only under various specifiable conditions, 

Was not supported. 

If, on the other band. the response to odorants is 

obligatory. then the response should be found 1n both con

ditions for all subjects. In the present stUdy responses 

were found in two of five subjects 1n the certain condition 

and in two of five SUbjects in the uncertain condition. 

In the study by All1son and Goff (1967) OER's were found in 

twelve out of twelve SUbjects under cond1tions which would 

indicate that the response ls obligatory. There were a 

number of differences between the1r study and the present 

stUdy which may acoount for the d1fference in results. 

The first and perhaps most likely reason tor the 

difference 1n results is found in the method of odor pres

entation. It 1s possible that 1n the present study the 
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method of odor presentation resulted 1n a variable interval 

between the presentation of the odorant and its arrival at 

the olfactory mucosa. Sinoe the averaging of the responses 

was tlmelocked to the presentation, a variable time interval 

between the presentation ot the odor and its arrival at the 

epithelia would have obscured the respOnse. As described 

1n the M.ethod seotion, the subject breathed through her nose 

air that oame from the olfactometer. This air was odorless 

exoept for brief intervals when odor was presented. The 

odor was presented manually when inspeotion of the sUbjeot's 

respiration reoord indioated that the subJeot was beginning 

to inhale. The air from the olfaotometer oontinued to flow 

through the sUbject's nose throughout the respiration cyoleJ 

the subject was instructed to exhale through her mouth in 

order that the air would flow through her nose and out her 

mouth during exhalation. The air probably flowed somewhat 

taster during inhalation than during exhalation however, 

as the subject probably drew on the air during inhalation 

and obstructed the air flow somewhat during exhalation. 

The extent then to whioh the experimenter was unsucoessful 

in consistently delivering the odor as the sUbjeot inhaled, 

would have resulted in a variable time interval between 

the presentation ot the odorant and its arrival at the 

olfaotory epithelia. An odor delivery system which would 

be automatioally operated oontingent upon the sUbjeot's 
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inhalation and the appropriate lnterstimulus interval 

would eliminate or at least decrease this source of error. 

In the experiment reported by Allison and Goff a different 

method of odor presentation was used. The subject was 

instructed to breathe through his mouth as the air from the 

olfactometer flowed through his nose. Therefore the latency 

between the presentation of the odorant and its arrival 

at the olfactory mucusa would presumabl, be independent of 

the sUbject's respiration. 

A second difference between the two stUdies was the 

duration of odor presentation. In the stUdy by Allison and 

Goff solenoid valves were used to switch on and off the 

odor. This allowed automatic and preoise control of stim

ulus duration; the length of odor presentation was .2 8eo

onds~' In the present stUdy the odor was presented manually 

by turning a stopcook. The length of presentation. cal

oulated by the oomputer. ranged from .3 to .6 seconds. 

Evoked responses are considered to be the response to the 

onset of the stimulus so the duration ot the stimulus 1s 

presumed to be relatively unimportant. The light 'Was also 

presented manually and therefore was sUbject to the same 

var1ation in duration. 

A third difference between the studies Wee the length 

of the interval between presentations of the odorant. In 

the study by Allison and Goff the 1nterval was five seconds; 
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In the present study the interval was longer and variable. 

The interval ranged from twenty seconds when odor trials 

were presented conseoutively. to approximately 100 seconds 

when several light trials interPOsed odor trials. It appears 

unlikely, however. that making the interval longer and Var

iable would diminish the response. In general investiga

tors using visual. aUditory, and somesthetic stimuli report 

enhancement of all potentials with longer intervals between 

presentations and with variable rather than fued intervals 

(Began. 1972; Shagass, 19(2). However the effects of inter

val length and variable interval speoifically on the re

sponse to odorants have not been determined. 

A fourth difference between the two studies was the 

type of sUbject used. Allison and Goff did not speoify 

the age or sex of their subjeots, presumably they were mid

dle a.ged. The present study used high school girls, rang

ing in age from 1.5-17. A number ot recent reports have 

stUdied age end sex differences 1n averaged evoked responses, 

but unfortunately none have used the LPC for comparison. 

Looking at the earlier oomponents, in general researohers 

have found that women have larger amplitUde evoked responses 

than men (Buchsbaum, Henkin, & Christiansen, 1974). Dust

man and Beck (1969) noted that 1n the Visual evoked response 

the amplitude declined between the ages ot 7 and 1)-14 when 

an abrupt inorease in amplitude occurred. Amplitude appeared 
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to stabilize at about age 16. An older subjeot sample than 

that used here would probably be adv1sable for investigatory 

work suoh as the present Paper. 

As disoussed above. the failure of the present study 

to produce consistent results and thus to demonstrate 

Whether or not the respOnse is obligatory may be due to a 

methodological shortcoming. Four procedural differenoes 

between the present study and that by AJ.llson and Goff 

which d1d produoe consistent results. were disoussed. The 

difference in prooedure whioh seems most likely to aooount 

for the difference in results 1s the method of odorant pres

entation. The method of tlmelock1ng the odor l'resentat1on 

neoessary for the averaging procedure may have been inad

equate in the present study. 

The next logioal step in the stUdy of OERt s would 

seem to be an exact replication of AllIson and Goff's 

experiment. using the same instrumentation and the same 

pa~ameters. If OER'e were consistently obtained, then the 

parameters, such as length of interstimulus interval. stim

ulus oertainty and unoertainty, and sUbject sample could be 

varied to determine the effect on. the OEB and to allow com

par1son to evoked responses to stimuli of other modalities. 

If the results obtained by Allison and Goff were not rep-

t ~-t th i r 68ults were duellcated, then it is possible ues. .e r """"
 

to some artifact, to an unusual sUbject sample, or to unusual
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psychological factors such as anticiPation or extreme 

attentiveness. 
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